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FOREWORD

Between 1958 and 1960 the AASHO Road Test was conducted in the

United States. The main purpose of these full-scale road tests was to

learn how different axle loads affect road deterioration. The findings of

this project have been substantially incorporated in a number of

mechanical empirical and semi-empirical techniques for dimensioning

road pavements, principally through application of the well known

power law and fatique philosophy.

Not only in the US and Europe, but also in other parts of the world, a

great part of the paved road networks have reached an age where

extensive maintenance and strengthening activities are required. These

circumstances indicate a pressing need for a so called road maintenance

AASHO.

Effective maintenance of pavement requires know-how concerning the

expected useful life, the cost and the feasibility of each activity.

To increase competence within this area, a far-reaching R 6c D program

called Strategic Highway Research Program, SHRP, has been set up in

the US. The research program spans over six technical areas, one of

which is Long Term Pavement Performance, LTPP. The total federal

cost of the project is estimated to be around 150 million USD.

Extensive support, especially locally but also on a regional basis, will be

contributed within the framework of the LTPP plan.

The subprojects have a five-year horizon except for the Long Term

Pavement Performance project which is expected to continue for the

next twenty years. Within the framework of this latter subproject,

3.000 stretches of road will be selected throughout the geographic US

for research surveillance. The sub-project will devote special interest

to pavement constructions and the useful life resulting from

maintenance activities; the surveillance will cover different types of

traffic and climatic conditions.
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This long-term subproject has drawn considerable international

interest, not least in Europe. A number of European countries will

participate in the project in various ways. In the Nordic countries, a

LTPP Group has been formed to organize and coordinate participation

and to designate road stretches for research surveillance. This work will

be carried out in each of the participating Nordic countries and through

an observer stationed at the SHRP secretariat, Washington DC.

In May 1986 in Alexandria VA, an International Workshop was held

within the framework of the SHRP project. At this workshop, each of

the representatives from the Nordic LTPP group held a brief talk. This

document contains summaries of these talks.

Linkoping, Sweden

August 1987

Hans Sandebring
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SHRP International Workshop
let - 23rd May 1986

SHRP RELATED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES IN DENMARK

THE NATIONAL ROAD LABORATORY

Organization:

The National Road Laboratory (NRL) is a research and service

laboratory working for the Danish road sector. NRL is a part
of the Road Directorate under the Ministry of Public Works.

Field of Operation:
NRL's principal objective is to develop and apply suitable road

materials, methods and measuring equipment in relation to the

physical structure and use of roads.

For information contact:

The National Road Laboratory
Elisagardsvej 5
P.O. Box 235

DR - 4000 Roskilde

Telephone: + 45 2 35 75 88

Telefax: + 45 2 36 78 64

Telex: 43209 vejlab dk

The present paper was presented by Mr. H.J. Ertman Larsen, Head

of Pavement Institute, NRL:

Graduated with M.Sc. in Civil and Structural Engineering from
the Technical University of Denmark, 1969.

Member of the OECD Scientific Expert Groups on "Second Genera
tion Investment, Maintenance and Management of Pavements", and

"Road Assessment Strategies for Developing Countries". Member
of the PIARC Technical Committee on Flexible Roads", Member of

the working group "Operations of Roads " under the Nordic Associa-
tion on.Road and Traffic Engineering. Chairman.of'and participa-
ting in different Danish working groups on i.a. operation and
maintenance.
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman!

It is a great honour and sincere pleasure to be here. I will go
right ahead due to the time limit to give you some ideas of
trends and needs in road transport research and development in

Denmark and.to point.out SHRP related.activities going<m1i11Den-
mark. However, in order to appreciate our needs, I will give you
a very few basic data concerning our present situation.

Denmark of course, is a very small country of about 17.000 km2
i.e. about twice the size of Massachusetts. It has 5 million
inhabitants, a car density of about half the one of the United
States, but a very dense road.network like e.g. the United.King-

dom.

   

  

 

road admin. type of road length transport expenditure
km bill.veh.-km mill. D.kr.

motorwa s 500
state I y } 9.7 1? 2.0

major roads 4.100

14 counties regional roads 6.900 5.7 1.1

273 boroughs local roads 58.200 12.4 4.1

total 69.700 27.8 7.2

Figure 1: Public roads in Denmark.

Figure 1 shows the number of public roads in our country. Al-
together some 70.000 kilometers = 43.000 miles, all paved. The
yearly value of road transport is about 6 bill. US$. The yearly
expenditure by the government into rOad research is about 4
mill. US$.

Road research was formally commenced in our country 1928, when
the National Road Laboratory was established by an Act of Parlia-
ment on request from counties and local authorities. They felt
a need for a scientific background for their work, yet an assu-
rance of practical applicability of research results. Thus the
laboratory has always dealt with R&D and at the same time ren-
dered services and consultancy to highway authorities.

The close link between research and consultancy activities is
strongly visible :hn this simplified organizational chart of
the government Road Directorate.
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Figure 2: Organizational chart of the Road Directorate in
Denmark.

In fact the Road Directorate is responsible for planning, con-
struction and maintenanCe (incl. rehabilitation) of the natio-

nal or main road network of about 3000 miles of highways and
motorways.

The Road Directorate undertakes or sponsors 80% of R&D related

to road transport in Denmark. Basic input to the R&D comes from

our technical divisions, practical experiences and needs, and

from consultancy work of cum: research towards local highway
authorities and the road industry and of course from research
itself. The organizational structure also assures quick imple
mentation of results or testing of ideas in practice. Of course
such an organization also has drawbacks, but I feel we have
managed to use the strong sides.

One cornerstone in our research work thus is the organizational
set-up and interaction between highway administrations and re-
search, both recognizing the need for the other part.

§

Wai
l

\\
\

  

26 = kilometre

2 = 200 meter

9:3; 010 = number of county

969 = road number

9 = check digit
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Figure 3: Kilometre pole.
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The second cornerstone is the Road Data Bank (RDB), initiated

1972 and in use since 1978 on all main and country roads.

Figure 3 showed a pole along a road indicating a specific sta-
tion or chainage i.e. the physical appearance of our reference
system, one of the basic elements of the road data bank.

Basic elements of the Road Data Bank The data registration System

0 reference system including maps

. data Road Traffic Accident Pavement Bridge

register register register register register

0 edp - system I I g l . I

     

 

 

o operational management

 

Road Data Bank

 

 

Diagrams Graphic

Figure 4: The Road Data Bank.

The four basic elements of the RDB are shown above. I shall
not go into any detail, but only stress that the road data bank
today forms the basis for our highway administration and for
analysis and background for research.

The road data bank today contains five registers, each holding
25-50 parameters. The RDB is currently updated and gives many
ways and means of drawing upOn its data and a combination of
data. The RDB, of course, is also being further developed.

The Road Standards are a third cornerstone of our research.
They are based on research and experience, like those of most
other countries. Through the use of the standards we gain more
experience which again gives rise to new research problems.

Figure 55 Shows the significance of the standards compared to
most others that very often deal with design of major roads
only.

Design Standards

0 Apply to .alkinds of roads

0 Relate to glehases of road administration
i.e.planning, design, construction and maintenance

0 Suggest range of choices and state the

consequenses (economic, environmental, safety aspects)

0 Guide through advice (C ~90%), recommendation

(ought~8%) and rules (must~2%)

Figure 5: Design Standards.
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Of course other factors influence our research work; of which

not least international cooperation should be mentioned.

TRENDS

Trends we notice these years are shown on Figure 6 all giving
rise to R&D activities: I

Trends in road administration

Present Future

0 Ownership 0 User service

a Company costs/ 0 Social costs/
revenues benefit

0 Traffic registration 0 Traffic management

0 Low technology - a High technology

Figure 6: Trends in road administration.

Ownership to service

We have to some extent regarded the roads as "ours". They should
be nice and clean and traffic was really a nuisance. Design
and construction was our engineering job. Who would not like
to say to his grandchildren: "Grandfather designed this motor-
way!" Those times are gone. Now our aim is to satisfy needs of
travellers i.e. to provide a transport system i.e. the road

infrastructure, service areas, route maps, 24 hours information

service on road conditions through radio and television or free
calls from our cafeterias along the road.

Business costs - social costs

Maybe this trend stems from the first, but it is interesting
anyway to note this change. For many years highway administra
tions have taken social economic considerations into account
when building new roads. However, maintaining or rehabilitating
existing roads almost only took into consideration business
economic vieWpoints. In other words: how do we get most value
for the money we have at the highway department's disposal.
Taking a social economic viewpoint will lead to other solutions

to problems, but as yet they are difficult to include and hand-
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le. We have come some way, but have many unsolved questions.
One major problem is that of convincing politicians of the bene-
fits of a social economic viewpoint which inevitably are going
to cost highway administrations more, although society as a
whole will benefit from lower total costs.

Traffic registration - traffic management

For many years we have registered through sensors and measu-
ring equipment the number, type and axle weights of vehicles.
Classic traffic engineering has been applied. NOW'With increas-
ed traffic and with our service concept, new ideas of traffic

management are developing, including not only areatraffic con-
trol systems, but also guidance at road works and for winter
driving. This is a field where we know we can gain a lot through
our international cooperation and yet is a field with many un-
solved problems.

Low tech - high tech

Highway engineering has traditionally been a low technology
business. The introduction of the computer in the late fifties
and early sixties did bring about an enormous potential for
more rational highway administration and more refined and new
methodologies which today have led to the use of data banks and
effective management systems. There are signs, however, of new
innovations in primarily the electronic field, but also in the
use of ultrasonic measurements, in ways of analyzing compounds
of bitumen, to mention just a few fields of interest. This might
very well within a limited span of years altermany concepts
of a modern highway administration to the benefit of society,
but also by making a highway administration an attractive working
place.

With these trends in mind we have over the past years chosen 5
main subject areas of priority. We call them our 5 "lighthouses".

They are shown on the following page.

About 80% of all R&D resources now are bound to these 5 sub-

ject areas. Let me briefly through the following keywords il-
lustrate our areas of interest:

ests9§-¥§ie§§9s99?=

- Deterioration models for pavements (from pavement res-
ponse to pavement performance)

- Surface distress (from visual inspection to objective
measurements)

- User cost as function of pavement condition

- Test roads of modified bitumen.
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Figure 7: The "lighthouses".

The key words tell you that we in Denmark since 1975 have put
a lot of effort into a systematic approach to pavement management
systems. Today we have a system in operation for the state road
network and also in operation for the local road network a more

simple one operated on personal computers.

The maintenance management system for the state road network
consists of 4 elements which are shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8: The PMS for the state road network.
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Although the present system operates satisfactorily, it has a
number of shortcomings (figure 9).

\

SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT SYSTEM

0 priorities made for one year only

0 yes or no only to one maintenance

strategy per road section

0 no environmental cansiderations

o no user costs considered

Figure 9: Shortcomings of present system.

Therefore we have in the next 5 years period decided to carry
out fundamental changes so as to

- get from pavement response to pavement performance
- to get from visual inspection to objective measuring

methods
- take user and social cost into account.

I would like to mention that we in Denmark have developed a
non-destructive test method for overlay design based on mea-
surement with FWD-equipment.

With the FWD, the deflection basin is measured when a falling
weight drops down on the road surface. If the thickness of the
different layers in the pavement structure is known, it is poss-
ible to calculate the stiffness of the different road materials.
I also want to point out that weare developing equipment which

can give us the thickness of the different layer in a non-des-
tructive way.
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Figure 10: FWD deflection measurement

The key words for the second "lighthouse" are

Bridge Maintenance

- Bridge maintenance management system

Vibration measurements
Shear tests on beams with alkali-silica reaction

- Adhesion failure of water proofing on bridge deck.

Today we have in operation a maintenance system for our brid-
ges on the main road network, and again a simple system for
our local network. The vibration measurements are special mea-
surements on our newest bridge - the Faro bridges.

As regards safety/environment the key words are

Safety/environment

Environmental priority method
- Analysis of accidents due to new design standards

- Noise properties of pavements
- Warning systems auui user behaviour during ice/snow

periods.

Instead of building new roads around our small villages we are
trying to arrange special traffic arrangements to slow down
the speed.
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On winter maintenance we are looking at weather stations which
automatically indicate the need to spread deicing salt on.speci-
fic road stretches.

The lighthouse "Material Technology" has the key words

Me§§¥iel-?e9b9919gy

- Semi-rigid pavements
- Alkali-silica reaction in concrete
- Modified bitumen physical/chemical properties
- Waste materials
- Recycling of asphalt and concrete.

We have only a few semi-rigid pavements, but we feel that this
type of pavement can have a future in our country due to lack
of oil. As to modified bitumen, every roadengineer speaks about
the subject today.

Finally the key words for other subjects are

Other subjects

- Traffic management
- Use of modern technology in highway administration.

As to traffic registration I would like to mention that we have
a system in operation which gives us the axle load, the speed
and the length and the number of axles of the vehicle. As men-
tioned before we in Denmark feel that traffic management will
be a part of our daily life in the future.

As you will see there are many fields that coincide with that
of SHRP and therefore I very muchwelcome the invitation to
come here and present what we in Denmark are working with when
talking about road transport research.

Thank you for your attention thank you Mr. Chairman.
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NORDIC COOPERATION AND SHRP RELATED INVESTIGATIONS IN

FINLAND

by Esko Kankare

I am very happy to be here and to have the opportunity to

present not only the SHRP related investigations in Finland

but also to have the possibility and permission to express

a few words about the co-Operation in the field of road and

traffic technics between the Nordic Countries.

The Nordic Countries are (in alphabetic order)

Denmark

Finland

Faroe Islands

 

    

   

Iceland

Norwa ! / \

Sweden

ICELAND

L J

Fiq. l. The Nordic Countries
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Long geographical, cultural and historic ties and similari-

ties in social systems and language have created close

contacts and co-Operation between these countries in almost

every field of living and from official to grassroot

level.

In the field of road and traffic technics the contacts are

various. In this connection I will mention only two of

them:

The'Nordic*Association of*Road and TraffiC Engineering

(NVF)

The*NOrdiC Council of*Ministers

with its special committee

Nordic*5enior*0fficials"Committee*for*Transport'Questions

(NAT)

as its active tool in our field.

The NVF was founded in 1935 with some preliminary activities

already ten years earlier. Its present organisation is shown

in fig. 2.
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NORDIC ASSOClATlON or- ROAD

AND TRAFFIC ENGlNEEQING

BOARD
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Fig. 2. The organisation of the Nordic Assosiation of

Road and Traffic Engineering

The aim of the NVF is to encourage the development of road

and traffic technics through co operation and co-ordination

among road and traffic technicians from the participating

countries. This should be carried out by

- arranging technical meetings and conferences

appointing committees to deal with ordinary or specific

questions which should promote the aim of the association

and to publish reports on these questions. There are 14

active committees today.
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The NVF has very little money at its disposal and has to run

its activities mainly on a volontary basis. In spite of

this, participation in its activities has been enthusiastic

and fruitful in all the participating countries. We really

do have a forum for discussion of problems with our

colleagues in the Nordic Countries.

The NAT, on the contrary, with its connection to the

political organization "Nordic Council of Ministers" has

grants at its disposal and has also financed many Nordic

joint investigations in the field of road and traffic

technics. The most well known of them is prOpably the STINA,

an attempt to adapt the results of the AASHO road test in

Nordic conditions. It was carried out during the years 1974

- 1978 the total costs being about 200.000 dollars (ten

years ago).

The connections descriped above are illustrated in Fig. 3.

  

THE NORDIC COUNCIL OF MINISTERS

l
NORDIC SENIOR OFFICIALSI COMMITTEE

FOR TRANSPORT QUESTIONS (NAT)

   

 

 

 

STINA

 

AN ATTEMPT TO ADAPT THE RESULTS

OF THE AASHO ROAD TEST

IN NORDIC CONDITIONS

  

 

Fig. 3. The Nordic Council as a promotOr of the

investigations
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SHRP related'activitieS in*Finland

 

The length of the public roads in Finland is 75.800 km. The

share of different surfacing types is

Asphalt concrete 15 700 km

Oil gravel 25 000 km

Gravel 35 100 km

 

tot 75 800 km

All the main roads have asphalt concrete surfacings. Gravel

roads are the outmost branches of the road network.

The main SHRP related problems are

- Too little allowances for road maintenance

- Pavement wear due to the studded tyres on the main roads

- Structural deterioration of roads due to the increase in

axle loads, total weights, and number of vechicles

- Ageing of the road network both concerning the design life

and design load number.

The following main research activities are going on at the

SHRP related area.

1. Systematic monitoring of surface quality (since 1982)

Rut depth

Evenness

Distress

2. Observation roads (since 1979)

Failure models

Does the road network deteriorate?
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3. Pavement management systems (PMS)

Condition data

Failure models

Linear optimization

4. Impact of heavy vehicles on road structure

Direct field measurements (Virttaa)

Theoretical calculations (Bisar, Chevron)

5. Development of wear and deformation resistant surfacings

Mix design

Binders

Additives

Properties of stone aggregates

Road tests

6. Use of cement as binder

Concrete roads (test roads only)

Inventory of roads with cement stabilization

Some comments for the six points above.

1. Systematic monitoring of surface quality

Systematic measurements of the road surface quality were

started in 1982 when a new rut depth measuring device was

completed. Some 8 OOO - 10 000 kms of paved road have been

measured each year (a total of some 15 000 kms). In 1984 the

systematic measurement of evenness was started on oil gravel

pavements (some 25 000 kms), 10 OOO...12 000 kms per year.

Devices for these measurements have been developed by the

Road and Traffic Laboratory at the Technical Research Center

of Finland. Rut'depth'measurements are carried out with a

 

device that measures the cross profile by means of
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13 measuring wheels (total wists 3,2 m)

r c on a keyboard. Eeenne:

 

can be ejistereé es reassrerents are

carried out With an inertial profilometer based on laser and

acceleration measurements. In connection with rut depth

measurements, cress tails are also measured. Both seasure

rents are carrieé out with a speed of SO...§O km/h.
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2. Observation roads

In 1979 58 roads, average length 3 km, were selected for

observation of their long term behavior. The aim of the

study was to examine their failure mechanism and to answer

the question, whether the Finnish road network is

deteriorating or not.

The roads were investigated concerning their structure,

pavement history (if known), bearing capacity, traffic,

failures, evennes, PSR, maintenance etc. After the first

five years a summary of the results was published (Technical

Research Center of Finland, Research Notes 429). In it some

general failure models for different types of road were

presented and the results compared with the OPAC-model. For

reliable statistical analyses the number of roads is not

large enough. The data collection was, however, done in

100 m sections. This enables us to partition every road in

shorter, more uniform sections and thus improve the statis

tical basis.

Some results are shown in Fig. 5 7.

The accuracy of some data concerning e.g. the subgrade,

structure and traffic does not yet correspond to the

requirements of SHRP Z. Some increase of accuracy will in

every case be achieved this summer (1986) and approaching

the SEEP 2 requirements is possible in the near future.
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narrow rehabilited roads)

poor AC-Roads are mainly old
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Fig. 6. The decrease of the PSR value of the observation

roads as function of the time
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the results from observation roads

with the OPAC model

3. IPMS

During the last two years a Pavement Management System (PMS)

has been developed by the Road and Traffic Laboratory and

tested with the data obtained from the observation roads.

Using linear optimization the program allocates maintenance

funds to the road network so that either maximum benefits or
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minimum costs can be achieved. The program can also

investigate how the serviceability of a road network is

changing with different budgets or how much funds are needed

to keep serviceability at a desired level or alternatively

to raise it. ~ -\

The next step will be to test the system with a large road

network. (This has already successfully been done using the

AC-roads (1800 km) of one road district as a test network.)

4. Impact of heavy vehicles on road structures

Strain and stress measurement systems have been developed by

the Road and Traffic Laboratory in order to study the

behavior of asphalt pavement and the effect of different

truck combinations (different axle loads, single, tandem and

tridem axles, single, twin and supersingle tires, tire

pressures, suspensions, etc.).

The special high elongation strain gages are glued on

asphalt specimens which are glued with very thin layer of

glue to the asphalt pavements so that they act as an

integral part of the pavement and the strain gages measure

the strains at the bottom of the bituminous layer. The road

transport research group 12 (Full Size Pavement Tests) of

the OECD arranged a common test at Nardo in Southern Italy

in April 1984 (nine participating teams from eigth countries

of three continents) and our system turned out to be a

SUCCESS .

The stresses in the unbound layers and subgrade are measured

with pressure cells made by our laboratory.
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The measurement system has been further developed and today

a microcomputer (Compag) with 16 measurement channels is

used. It stores the signals from all the 16 channels as a

truck combination (6 axles) passes the test pit at 50 mph,

calculates the peak values of all the gages and axles within

30 seconds. The transversal position of the truck is-

measured within an accuracy of 10 mm and within a few

seconds the temperature corrected values of strains or

stresses can be seen on the display of the computer as a

function of the transversal position of the passing vehicle.

The system is in active use and will be developed further.

The results are compared and made more complete by

theoretical calculations using both Bisar and Chevron

programs.

The principles of the measuring system are described in

figs. 8 and 9.
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5. Development of wear resistant surfacings

During the last few years in Finland Arabic and Russian

based crude oils have been used as binders in asphalt mixes.

Bitumen has also been partly modified for improved adhesion.

The Finnish Road Administration has started a research

project in order to find suitable bitumen grades to

pavements and to characterize the most important properties

of bitumen.

Research work has also been done in Finland on aggregrates

used on surfacings in order to find new factors which have

an effect on the durability of surfacing.

Different types of additives have also been one of the

research topics during the last few years. Thepurpose is to

develOp more stable and more weather resistant surfacings

with the help of additives like serpentivite and

calciumoxide.

In 1987 a large study (5 years, about 600 000 US dollars

annually) for designing more wear-resistant has been started

in Finland. It is closely related with the SHRP TEA-l

"Asphalt Characteristics".

6. Use of cement as binder

Owing to the price, climate, inhomogeneity and frost

susceptibility of most subsoils the use of concrete

pavements has been very limited and only experimental in

Finland. Owing to the good wearing resistance to studded

tyres some research is, however, going on.

The research into concrete pavements concentrates on

increasing compression and flexural strengths which can be

considered in thickness design. The Westergaard-Eisenmann

method is primarily used in design.
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Flexural strengths of 7...8 MPa and compression strengths of

over 60 MPa have been reached on test roads. These strengths

have been achieved with low water-cement ratios (about

0.37) and by using plasticiser. One half of the binder is

ordinary Portland cement and the other half is ground blast

furnace slag. This concrete also has a very good frost-salt

resistance.

Cement is used to some extent as stabilizing agent under

asphalt concrete surfacings, especially when reinforcing old

roads.

Some years ago an inventory was made of practically all

cement stablized roads.

The results showed quite clearly that less damage was founi

on roads

- where the concrete was made with mix in plant method and

- where there was an unstabilized layer between the

AC-surfacing and stabilized layer (stabilized sub base).
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Dr. ing. Per M. Noss

SHRP INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

21th - 23th May 1986

The presentation at the workshop is based on slides. This paper

gives a brief summary of some of the projects mentioned in the

oral presentation.
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NORWEGIAN ROAD RESEARCH LABORATORY

Organization:

The Norwegian Road Research Laboratory was established in 1938 and is a sub-division of

the Public Road Administration.

The N.R.R.L. is internally organized in five technical sections, Bituminous materials and

Chemistry, Concrete, Pavement design, Geology and Soil mechanics, together with a

secretariat and a workshop.

Field of Operation:

The main object of the N.R.R.L. is research and development in the area of highway con-

struction and consulting within the technical fields of operation. This work includes offering

courses and training programs.

Mailing address: Norwegian Road Research Laboratory,

Box 6390 Etterstad, N-0604 OSLO 6, Norway

Location: Norwegian Road Research Laboratory, Gaustadalleen 25, Blindern, Oslo

Telephone: . + 47 2 63 99 OO

Telefax; + 47 2 46 71 24 Telex: 71238 sreg n
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FROST ACTION IN SOILS

The Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and In.

dustrial Research (NTNF) and the Public Roads Admini-

stration have given financial support to the Committee

on Frost Action in Soils in order to increase and

coordinate the research of frost problems in Norway in

the period 1970-76.

The purpose of the frost research was to get know-how

about thermal regime. materials and constructions me-

thods for reducing the cost due to frost action damage in

soils. In order to build up a technological knowledge

about frost action in soils. the research has been carried

out for 5 6 years. The total expences are calculated to

about 15 millions Norwegian crowns.

The research work is done in cooperation between

several institutions as seen in the Table below.

Institutt for kjoleteknikk, NTH/Devision of Refrigeration tingineering

Institutt for husbyggingsteknikk, NTH/Devision of Housebuila ing Engineering

Institutt for veg- ogjernbanebygging, NTll/Division of Road and Railway Engineering

Norges byggforskningsinstitutt/i Vorwegian Building Research Institute

Veglaboratoriet/Norwegzan Road Research Laboratory

Multieonsult A/S

Some of the running projects in Norway have been:

Engineering Climate Research

Measurement of Thermal Regime

Thermal Properties of Matherials

Thermal Analysis and Design

Heat Insulation Materials in Road Construction

Wet Layers (Bark) in Road Construction

Moisture Movement and Moisture Content in Soils

The Mechanism of Frost Heave

Frost Susceptible Criteria

'Frost Protection of Pipe-Lines

Frost Protection of Small House Foundations

One main thing for the Committee was to publish the

results from frost research in Norway and other coun-

tries. For this purpose the Committee issues a public-

ation FROST I jORD (Frost Action in Soils) which is

distributed all over the world.

Subscriptions or request for single or bach numbers

should be sent to the Committee on Frost Action in

Soils, Gaustadalleen 25, Oslo 3, Norway.
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U'I'VAII} FUR I IZRMAFROST

The Norwegian Committee on Permafrost

PUBLIKASJONER

Publication

Publikasjonene kan bestillcs fra Ut 'alg forpermafrost.
Alle artiklcne liar engelsk rcsyme.

The publications may be ordered directly from the
Committee on Permafrost. Box 8I09. Oslo~Dep.,
Norway. All papers are provided with English sum-
mary.

Nr. I. Sr. Skai'anfmig: Teleteknisk forskning * Historikk (Frost Re-search in Soils. Historical Review). R. Sa teridal: Utvalg for frost ijord.Virksomheten i arene l968~70 (Committee on Frost Action in Soils.Activities in the Period I968-70). U. johansen: Varmelerlnirigsevne avforskjellige vegbyggingsmaterialer. Del I. Varmelerlningsevnens betydningi frosisammenheng (Thermal Conductivity of some Highway Construc-tion Materials. Part I. The Role of the Thermal Conductivity in the FrostProblem).
Nov. I970. 24 s.. pris lsr. 20,~

Nr. 2. - Symposium: Frost ijord. Del I. Hurdal 23, 724. november 1970.Beregningsmetoder for frostens nedtrengning i jord Meteorologi -Telemekanismen Metoder for reduksjon av frostdybder ~ Milling avvarmeparametre (Symposium: Frost Actions in Soils. Part I. Norway23.~2-I. nov. I970 Meteorology ~ The Mechanism of Frost HeavingMethods for Reduction of the Frost Depth and Frost Heaving ~ Mea-suring of Heat Parameters).
Feb. l97I. IN s.. pris kr. 20.~

Nr. 3. - Symposium: Frost ijord. Del 2. Hurdal 21 24 november I970.(Symposium: Frost Action in Soils. Part 2. Norway 21 24. Nov. l970).St'. Shat'en-Haug: Ilimensjonering av frostfundamenter. Frysevarme 0gjordvarme (Design of Frost-Foundations). R. Sa'tersdnl:Varmeisolasjons-materialer i segoverbygningen (Insulation Materials in Road Construc-tion). (I. Knurioii: Frostsikte veger med bark. Orientering om pig endetindersokelser (Frost Protection of Highways by a Subbase of Bark).juli I9 , 48 s.. pris lsr. I5.-

Nr. 4. - H. Ruritirerr: Kostnader ved frostsikring av veger (Cost withFrost Protection of Roads). 0.]ohansen: Varmeledriingsesne av forskjel-lige vegbvggingsinaterialer. Del II. \ aimelediiingsevne av grmkornigejordarter (Thermal Conductivity of some Highway Construction Mate-rials. Part II. Thermal Conductivity of Sandy Soils). T. lf'erner~]0hanne-sen: \'armeb.ilanscn i jordover aten og frostens nedtrengning ijorden(The Heat Balance of the Earth's Surface and the Penetration of Frostinto the Soils).
Nov. I97I. 40 s.. pris kr. I5.

Nr. 5. R.(iandahl: .\'.lgra sseiiska erfarenheter (ran anva'ndiiig av barki sag (Bark as Road fliiildiiig Material in Sweden). A. Is'mrtson. 'I'ermiskdimeiisjonering av barklag i veg (Thickness of Dark Layer in Frost I roofRoads). (2.8. Klein: Ilark i Norgc. Tilgang p3 bark til vegbygging (Barkin Norssay). Is'. Solhraa: Barkens bestandighet iseifundamenter. Feltob-sersasioner ( Ihe Durability of Rails in Road Constructions. Field Obser-vaiions).
Des. I97I. 36 s.. pris kr. I5,

Nr. 6. R. (Iravna: \'.irmeiso|ering n3 finska vagar och flygfalt (Thermalinsulation in the Finnish Highways and Airports). R.I.. Berg: The Useof Iheimal Insulating Materials in Highway Construction in the UnitedStates. K. Sollmm: Haikens bestaudighet i \eifuiidamenter. Laboratorie-forsok (The Durability of Bark in Road Constructions. Laboratory Fix-periments).
April I972. 32 s.. pris lit. 20.

Nr. 7. - .-I. Knution: Dimrnspinering as segar med frostakkiimiilerendebalklag (Design of Roads with a Frostauiiiiiiilatirig Bark Layer). (7.[rihanirm Ilcregriingsmetode for \.irriieleiltinigsesrienas mineralske jord-artei. Del l. Ieoretisk griinnlag (.\ Method of Calculation of ThermalConductivity of Soils. Part I. fieneral Ilieors). I'. (Iiimli-rsen: I-rostsik-ring av sannledriirigrr sed help as elektriske sarmekabler (Frost Protecition of Water Pipes by Means of I let me Heating Cables).O.M. Henertad:Teledybdeinlling (l roren Faith Indication).
0hr. I972. 40 s.. pris Iii. 20.~

Nr. 8. SJ). Svendren: Moderrie smahiisfundamentering. (New Ways ofSmall House Foundation). L. Nordgiird: Telepioblemer ved smahuskjel~let (Frost Problems in Basement Constructions). B. Adrimson: Frostncd-trangning och biiilklagsisolering vis kryprumsgruridliiggning (Foundationwith Crawl Spaces. Frost Penetration and Equivalent U-value of FloorSlab). K. Kloi'e ng ]. V. 'l'hue: Plate p.) mark (SIab-oii-( iriiund Founda-tion). F. Frr'royi'ih: (lulv piI grtinnen r fra en praktisk sytisvinlsel (SlabDirectly on firound Front .1 Practical Point of View).j.R. Ili'rje: Pila-rcr rig peler i jord. Frostprohleiner (Pilares and Pils in the Ground. FrostProblems). 1'. Grindersen: Frostisolering av rorgrofter (Frost Insulationof Pipe Trenches). I. V. Thue: Vinterbygging (Winter-Construction).Des. I972. 68 s.. pris Isr. 20.

Nr. 9. P. Borg-Hansen: Frostbeskyttelse av eksisterende veger medtoppsioleriiigsmetoden (Frost Protection of Existing Roads by a TopInsulating Layer). Prr-Erling Fri't'ilt: 'Iermisk analyse av frost ijord. Ele-menter rig pririsipper. Del I (Thermal Analysis of Frost in Soils. Elementsand Principles. Part I). C. Refsdal: The Use of Thermal Insulating Matesrials in Highway Engineering (Results from Norwegian Test Roads).Mars I973. 40 s.. pris kr. I5.

Nr. l0. - R. Grandnhl: Styrcncellplast i va'g (Road Construction with aLayer of Polystyrene Foam). (7. [ohanrem Beregningsmetode for varme-ledningsevnen av fuktige og frosne jordmaterialer. Del II (A Method forCalculation of Thermal Conductivity of Soils. Part II). A. Knutmn:Praktisk bruk av bark i vegbygging (Specifications for Use of Bark inHighway Engineering). M.R. Thompson: Lime Stabilization of Frost.
Sucseptible Soils.
Juli I973. 54 s. 4 figurbilag. pris Itr. 20.

Nr. II. GM. Shahhunfants: Soviet Experience in Handling HarmfulFrost-Heaving Effects on Railways. V.S. Lukjannv: Application ofHydraulic Analogue Method to Investigation of Physical Processes inSoils. Akin Unalp: A Study of the Mechanism of Frost Heave and Sta-bilization by the Use of De occulation Agents. Bjarne Karhol 0g Perforecast-n: Faktorer som er bestemmenrle for kvartarre sedimenters inn-hold as kvarts (Factors which Determine the Quartz Content in Norwe-gian Pleistocene Sediments). Sei iti' Ki'riost'ta: Water Migration in the SoilDuring the Frost Heaving.
September 1973. 40 s.. pris kr. I5.

Nr. l2. W. Schmidt: Results of Insulating a Highway Test Sectionwith Rigid Polyurethane Foams. W. Schmidt: Opportynities for the Useof Rigid Polyurethane Foams in Roadbuilding to effect Savings in FrostBlanket Gravel. ALB. Korsunshy. V.N. Giii't'omnshy and/ 1). Rossouslty:Moisture Content and Frost Heaving of Highway Subgrade Soils. KM.Vasi'lyev: Factors affecting the Heaving of Sobgrade Soils at Freezing.
Tore Gstemas: Kvartarrgeologisk kart - F.n preseritasjon med vnrderingav noyaktighetsgrad 0g begreiisninger (Quarternary Maps - A presenta-tion and Evaluation of Exactness and Restrictions). C. Apostolopnulor.II. Krihle and W. Schneider: Theoretishe Untersuchung moglicber frost-besta'ndiger Strassenkonstruktionen liirisichtlich ihrer tliermo-dyna-mischen Eigenschaften (Theoretical Investigation ofsome Possible Frost-resistant Pavement Constructions in Relation of their Thermal Proper-ties).
Des. I973. 44 s.. pris lsr 20,

Nr. I3. jan V. Thur: 0m utfor ming av griinne fundarnenter (ThermalDesign of Shallow Foundations). Eh I. Rohimlty and Keith E. Resp/lug:Design of Insulated Foundation. Per Cirridcrien: Frostisolering av ror-grofter (Frost Insultatiori of Pipe Trenches). ALB. Is'orsimikv. V.N.Grii'i'nrnvisliy and RD. Rosror'shv: Determination of Temperature andDept of Frost Penetration in Pavements and Subgrades. Rei'dar Setter:-dal: Utvalg for frost ijord. Arsbcretnirig for I973. (Committee on FrostAt tion in Soils. Annual Report of I973).
Mai I974. 58 s.. pris kr. 20,-

Nr. I4. ~ Kenneth A. Lf'lt'ff and (. JI. jnhnrton: Teknisk planlegging 0,,bygging i perm.ifrostomr.Ider (Engineering Design and Construction inPermafrost Regions: A Review). ]. .Alguirre-I'uentr. A. Dupnr and A.Philippe: Frost Heating and the Classification ofSoils in accordance withtheir Frost Susceptibility. Firmle Fa'royri k: Frostsikre gulv p. l griinuen(frost Protected Shallow Foundations). Lars-Firth/anion:Undersokningav frs'stisken for satienlednirigar ovarsfor tja lgransen ('I he Freezing Riskfor Water Mains in Frozen Ground).
()ktober [974. 66 s. pris hr. 20,-

Nr. I5. ~ Ray Scott Ileierited: liigeniorens rolle i klimaforskningen (A
Brief View on Engineering Climate Research). Roy Scott [It-tented: M3-
liiig av termisk klimabelastning pl mark (Field Stations for Recording
of Climatic Regime on Ground. Inge Berg: Flyplassprosjektet pl Ssalliard

Anleggstekriiske arbeider (Ihe Airfield at Svalbard). jarne Instanes:
Svalbard lufthavn hangar og kontrolltlrn (Svalbard Airport - Hangar

Nr. H. Kenneth A. Lincll and (7. . lohmton. 'I ekriisk plaiilegging ogbygging i permafrostornrdder (Engineering Design and Construction inPermafrost Regions: A Review). ]. Aguirre Purine. A. I)llfm.f and .4.Philippe: Frost Heaviiig and the Classification of Soils in accordance is iththeir host Susceptibility. F'rorlr Fa'rnyi'ihr Frostsikre giilv p.l giiiiirien(Frost I'rott'tted Shallow Foundations). Lars-Erik [aniorix Undctsokningav frysrisken for satteiiledningar ovanfor tja'lgransen (The Freezing Riskfor Water Mains in F'roren firound).
(Iktober 774. 68 s. pris kr. 20:

Nr. I5. r Roy Scott Ileiersled: Ingeniorens rolle i klimaforskningeii (AIlrief View on Flngiiieeririg Climate Research). Roy Scott Ileieritr d: M.)-ling av termisk klimabelastning p. i mark (Field Stations for Recordingof Climatic Regime on (iround. Inge Berg: Fly plassprosicktet p5 SvalbardAnleggstekniske arbeider (Tlie Airfield at Svalbard). Bjarne Intranet:Svalbard liiftbavii »» hangar og kontrolltsirn (Svalbard Airport ~ Hangarand Control Tower). ALB. Is'orsunrhv. TIN. (Inii'ormuliy and RD.Ronni-shy.- Thermal Insulation of Motorway Suligtades using FoamPlastic. IZM. l'ri.rint't'arrdMI}. Malniltor'a: Frost Protective Layers madeof Stabilized Soils. Si-r'in L. Al/heini: Sumplast i vegbyggiiig. w ikke baretil isolering (Plastic Foams in Road Construction - not only for lnsulta~tion). Ii'ridar Smterrdal: Utsalg for frost ijord. Arsberetning for I974.(Committee on Frost Action in Soils. Annual Report l974.)Mai I975. 60 s.. pris hr. 20,

Nr. I6. ~ Ray Scott Ilei'ersted: Thermal Climate Regime on Road andGround Surface. Oi stei'n johanren: Thermal Conductivity of Soils andRotk. So/ur Linge Lystad: Meteorologiske data. Det norske meteorolo-giske institutt sett i sammenheng tried ulike briikergrupper (Meteorolo-gical data and The Norwegian Meteorological Institute). Vi'glei'fA a u.()vitei'n Sallhaug: Crunne ledninger og forenklede ktimlosniiiger i ut-bygging av vaniiforsynings- og avlopsnett (Possibilities with ShallowTrenches and simplifies Mariliold Constructions in Water Supply and Se-wage Systems). . Ir'lfd Ari. Andresen: Pilar i telefarlig grunn bor foraiikres(Pillars in Frost Susceptible soil ought to be Anchored). NA. I eretru-hm: Frost Heaving Forces in Soils.
0ktober_ I975. 60 s.. prisk kr. 20,-

Nr. 17. Frost i (lord-prosjektets slutirapport: Stirring mot reletlrarler.Rtflfnf Sa'trridal: Probleinr-r ved frysirig av jord. Forsikringsaktivitet.()islein johansen: (irurinlag for termisk dimerisjonering. Roy ScottIlri'ersterl: Kliinadata til frostsikring. 0mm johansen m./ I.: \'armetek-niske egeiiskaper av jord og bygniiigsmaterialer. Rcirlar .S'a'rernlril:_)orrl-arters telefarlighet. Ceir Re/sdal m. ..' Frostsikring av veg. Ilrllimi [fitifmar/t: Frostsikriiig av jerriliane. Is'nut Barge I edersrn m. .: Frostsikiingav kulvert, uiideigring, stottemur og brufundamenter. I er (, uriderien:Frostsilsring av lediiinger. Sl't'fn Erik Torgerscri: Frostsikring av guls p3grunrien. Erik Alganrd. Frostsikring av kakle konstruksjoner. Frostsik-ring av gulv. fundariienier og grunn ibyggepelioden. Erik Algaard: Krype-roni. Sveiri Err/t Targetieri: Frostsikring ved apen fundamentering.Nov. 1976. 400 s.. pris kr. I50.

Nr. I8. ~ HE. Ziegler: The Trans-Alaska oil pipeline. HR. Peyton andE.E. Ziegler: Permafrost. Sofus Li'nge Lyrtael: Noeii betraktninger ov ersnodekke. snodyp og deres sammenheng med meteorologiske parametre.(Some remarks on snowcover and snowdepth in relation to other mete~orological elements). Err/i Sandegren. Cellplast anvandning for losandeav ingenjiirgeologiska problem inom Statens Jarnsagar. (The use ofcelluar plastics in the Swedich State Railways to isolate against frost).Olle . Irtclr'rsmn and Sven Frederr: The influence of a plastic fabric uponthe pavement at frost break.
jiili I977. 52 s.. pris hr. 20,-

Nr. I9. ~ 7m)- I.. Prime: Permafrost research. A workshop survey ofsome recent activities. Rei'dar Srrtrrsdal: ()verslagsberegiiing av ts kkelsep5 akiist lag (tiiiedybde) p5 Vest-Spitsbergen. (An approximate method(it calculate the thaw depth on Vest-Spitsbergen.) Knur Home Pederien:Litt om frostsikring av norske vegtunneler. (Frost protection of Norwe-gian road tunnels). R.S. Ilcierrrcd: Statistisk bestemmelse av klimapi-Itjenniriger. stenipler med frostmengde og tinemengde. (Statistical treat'ment of climatic loads on constructions).
Desember I977. 38 s.. pris kr. 20,-

Nr. 20. - 0. Cregrrsrri. NI'NFs Utvalg for Permafrost. Virlisomhet iIrene I976 78. (The Norwegian Committee on Permafrost. Activitiesin the Years l976 78.) Torr I. Morn; FLn generell omtale av sann- 0gavlopssystemer i permafrostomrider. (Utilities Delivery in PermafrostRegions. A general discussion.) [.I .( . Loch: In uence on the Heat Eir-traction Rate on the lee Segregation Rate of Soils.)].P.C. Loch; Sugges-

tion for an Improved Standard Laboratory Test for Frost Heave Susi epti-bility of Soils. R.S. Ifr tf lft d' Risiko for lastoverskridelse i hsgningeisfunksiiinstid. (Calculated Risk for [needing Design Foul during Si-ivit eI.ifc of structures.) 5. ()utcrilt: Ihe Infliiente of the Addition of hater\ aponr Diffusion on the Numaiical Simulation of the Process ofIce Segregation.

Iuni I980. 60 s.. pris lit. 20.-

Nr. 2i. ~ (.7. Cregrrsen Permafrost engineering research on Spitsbergen.(Projects initiated by the Norwegian Committee on Permafrost) I ,Curidrricn: Frostsikriug av ledniiiger ipraksis, (Practical frost protectionof buried pipes.) 0. [term]. Permafrost conditions in Spitsbergen .ll.F'ukurfn and Luthin' Pore \sater pressure profile of a (rewrite soil.(llh. .lfellrrud: Permafrost og bi, ggearbeider pl Svalbard. (Permafrostand construction vsork on Svalbard.) T. Indoor! and S. AilfflfffrllllRoth/e: f)" the theory of frost heave.
jiiiii I980, 48 s.. pris kr. 20,

Nr. 22. P. (iniki n: Review of frost susceptibilits classification T.Mai/titan".- The frost susceptibility test for public roads in Finland. /.Lit'ct: Experimental method for the classification of soils ac cording totheir frost susceptibility, France. ]. Lit/ff: Technical and regulath as-pects of traffic restrictions during thawmg period for public roads inFrance. I]. RchrsCriteria for the determination of the frost-susceptibilityof soils in the Federal Republic of (iermany. R. ba'teridal Prediitionof the frost susceptibility of soils for public roads in Noruay. H. Ihmrn;Prediction of the frost susi eptibility of soils for public roads in Svseden.Linus R. Fct:: Short-cut frost heaving test for soils. I . I. .Shirumid.British experience with the frost-susceptibility of roadmaking materials.Edwin Chamberlain and David 1.. Carbcer The CRRFLI.-frost heavetest, l'SA.
November I98I. 63 s.. pris Isr. 20,-

Nr. 23. ~ 7 .f.. Peter. F. Rotmri and R.Il. I eiiie: Engineering Geology
of the Ssea Lowland. Spitsbergen, Svalbard.
December I98I. I6 s.. Description of Geologic Units. pris lvr. 20,-

Nr. 24. S. Bd kl ht'f. Datainiisanilinga pt'i perniafrostst.isionen i
Svea. Svalbard. (Collection of data at the permafrost station in Ssea,
Spitsbergen). S. Rcirnersf Drilling and sampling in froten ground. ,\I.Dysli and R. I'fiiter: Test of bearing capacns during than. 5. Islclitnip
lialhjc . If. I'amamnlr . 7 . I'altnihi. T. Mar and ()hamorn: The
hydraulic Conductivity of soils during frost heave. (7. jnhansen: lermisk
dimensioneririg av jernbaiiefiindamentert Frostsikring med isolasjon.
(Thermal design of railisay structures. Frost protection by insulation).
Juni I982. 40 s.. pris kr. 50. .
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MONITORING SECTIONS

During 1985 a system for monitoring of road sections in

the existing road network was completed. The main

reason for establishing such a system was to stand-

ardize the monitoring procedures both regarding what to

measure, how to measure and when to measure.

The local road authorities now have a "cookbook" for

the monitoring of, for instance, the performance of a

new type of base material, the effect of a strength-

ening work or drainage works in terms of bearing

capacity etc. Such monitoring results, which are

collected in the same way all over the country, are

essential as feedback to the standard specifications,

when these are revised.

A monitoring section is normally 100 m but could also

be 1000 m in length, depending on the purpose of the

monitoring. The required monitoring is described for

road pavements built according to specifications, for

roads with substandard base or subbase materials,

strengthened roads, special types of road constructions

or pavement materials, reinforced surfacings etc. etc.

Certain basic information is always required for moni-

toring sections e.g. pavement construction data,

traffic data etc. Bearing capacity, serviceability,

rutting, roughness and drainage condition are examples

of parameters which are monitored.

The sections are clearly marked with signs where the

two numbers indicate the type of mnitoring section and

the section number in the district.

puean nvos ADNL MONITORING SECTIONS 37- N0-

.JOB no. ROAD STRENGTHENING om Sign.
R¢ km

Cty. CL Rd. no. From km To km Place .

Where and when to do monito BEfOfe

Working sheet no. / Months 12

ection
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R 4 Photos

ndex & Frost

tration
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NORWAY - SWEDEN

Evaluation of deflection measurements

Field measurements have been carried out in order to

develop a mechanistic model for pavement design and
a mechanistic model for evaluation of NDT-data for

existing pavements.

Cross-sections on different subgrades (silt, clay,
rock) have been instrumented with LVDT-gauges.
Each LVDT-core is fixed to the wearing course and the
coil is connected to a steel_bar which is anchored at
a fixed depth in the road structure. On each site
there are 3 - 5 steel bars which are anchored at diff-
erent levels, preferably at the layer boundaries and
one deep down in the subgrade soil.

There have been carried out a large number of measure-
ments with the Dynaflect and different FWDs both in
1984, 1985 and so far in 1986. The 1985- and 1986-

measuring program also included measurement of deflect-
ions under moving wheel loads.

With the described instrumentation we are able to
measure the displacement in the different layers. By
changing the applied load, the stress level is varied
and the recorded displacements can be used to analyze
stress dependency of material properties.

Only a few temporary results are available until now.
So far the main results are:

- the deformations at depths below 3 meter are
almost negligible

- linear material models can be used to describe

the elastic properties of both granular and
cohesive materials

- the deflections measured with the various devices

vary even if the force is equal.
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PAVEMENT CONDITION MONITORING EQUIPMENT

As part of establishing a pavement management system in Norway, an

equipment for monitoring pavement condition based on rut depth,

surface distress and roughness is developed.

The equipment is built around a commercially available microcomputer.

The system diagram is shown below.
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The equipment measures the following parameters for assessment of

pavement condition:

rut depth

surface distress

roughness (to be included in 1986/87).

Rut depth is measured by ultrasonic transducers mounted in 51 bar

which is mounted on a vehicle. The present configuration uses 8

transducers on a 1.5 meter bar, but the system allows 12 transducers

on any length ofr%c.bar. Rut depth can be umasured 200 times pr.

kilometer road. Maximum rut depth across the measured profile is used

as indication of rutting.

Surface distress is manually registrered by an operator with the help

of a3 distress-keyboard. The keyboard presently';}7 use, has three

pushbuttons for marking the existence of longitudinal cracks, alli-

gator cracking and potholes/patches. The system is capable of using a

keyboard with 12 pushbuttons, either as independent pushbuttons or in

a matrix of 3 x 4 for registrering independent distresses or combina-

tions of severity and extent of distress type . The system stores the

location of the distresses and calculate the amount of the total road

length of each particular pavement deficiency.

1

Road roughness is presently not available in the existing system, but

will be added during 1986-87. One alternativ is to use a commercially

available roughness meter, an-other is to develop a roughness meter

based on the same ultrasonic transducers as used for rut depth. This

new development will be a kind of automated straight edge; a bar 3 4

meter long equipped with transducers every 20-25 cm. The bar is to be

mounted on a vehicle or a trailer. From this roughness measurement it

will. be possible to 'perform straight edge simulations, and slope

variance or root mean square vertical acceleration of the profile can

be calculated.

3
3
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PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE RELATED RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN SWEDEN

by Bo Simonsson, Chief Engineer
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE RELATED RESEARCH AND

DVELOPMENT IN SWEDEN

Long term planning of maintenance and rehabilitation measures by

means of effective tools has become even more necessary in a society

where not only costs area of concern but changes from constructing a

road network to maintaining it have taken place.

The planning has to be based on a knowledge of how different measures

(including materials and procedures) affect the long term performance

(performance predictions models) of a roadway. The given conditions

may vary from place to place i.e. climate as well as soils may differ.

To make possible building models for the prediction of pavement

performance either those are of empirical nature or more analythical

data collection programs on existing roads are necessary to perform.

It was decided in Sweden in 1982 to start planning for a data collection

program on a sample collection of in service pavements. The Swedish

Road and Traffic Research Institute was commissioned by the National

Swedish Road Administration to carry out this effort.

The data collection on the 160 road sections that later were selected

started in 1984.

IN-SERVICE PAVEMENT VS. SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED

Specially constructed pavement sections have been frequently used in

the long history of Swedish road research and develOpment. Different

pavement structures, materials, procedures, etc. have thus, during the
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years, been evaluted under real conditions. This will also be the way

experiments will be carried out for years to come.

One of the restraints with specially constructed sections that has to be

realized is that they, in most cases, are more carefully constructed

than routinely constructed roads. Thereby they will not be a

representative sample of the population of roads.

When it comes to data collection of in-service pavements the National

Swedish Road Administration has since 1973 made routing surveys of

their road network. This has helped improving their Pavement

Management System, as well as, keeping an eye on the overall condition

of the road network. (The Road Administration deals mainly with the

rural Swedish road network.) Within the routine surveys a limited

number of data has been collected for the entire road network.

For the study described in this paper it was decided to concentrate the

efforts on shorter representative sections of the network. This was

considered to be the most effective way to get something out of the

study within a fairly short period of time. Sections that were in need of

a maintenance or rehabilitation measure within a very short period of

time could thus be selected. This strategic choice should save time

compared to monitoring newly constructed or specially constructed

sections. It would also allow to study the effect of maintenance and

rehabilitation measures within a short period of time on the same

sections. The figure below indicates the adopted strategy.

road condition

A

t
preferred choice
of section to be

monitored

 

>time
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CHOICE OF ROAD PAVEMENTS AND SECTIONS TO BE MONITORED

It was decided that two types of pavement should be studied:

bituminous concrete over gravel base and subbase,

bituminous concreteover crushed stone base and subbase.

A typical design for a daily traffic of 500 1500 heavy vehicles a day is

shown in the figure below.
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350 mm

35 mm

95 mm

asphalt concrete

bitumen stabilized base

gravel base

sandy gravel

(subbase)

Subgrade : Clay

35 mm asphalt concrete
50 mm bitumen stabilized base

600mm crushed rock
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These are the most common pavement structures used in Sweden. Rigid

and semirigid pavements are being used to a minimum extent.

When it comes to subgrades it was decided that two subgrade types

should be involved - coarse and fine.

Sweden has several "climate regions" partly due to its length partly

because it is surrounded by the sea. Thus it was decided to look for

candidate sections in areas with repeated freeze/thaw cycles as well as

in areas with a more stable winter climate.

Sections were looked for on roads with traffic volumes not less than 500

ADT with a varying percentage of trucks.

The length of sections to be monitored was limited to 100m (300') .This

was due to a concern about the variability in subgrade conditions,

pavement layers etc. However, on each of the projects to be selected,

hopefully, ten 100m sections should be chosen for monitoring.
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In the above figure one of the projects on road E3 100 miles west of

Stockholm including 14 short sections is shown.
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The sections selected should be located either within a fill or a cut.

Transition sections were thus to be avoided.

By visiting 5 of the 24 districts within the Road Administration all of

which are located in the southern part of Sweden 15 projecs were

selected. On these projects it was possible to select a total of 160

lOOm's sections. The distribution of the 15 projects is shown in the map

below.

 

Vii STOCKHOLM

  MALMO - x projects
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DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM

To the extent possible, data from the time the different projects were

constructed (inventory data) has been collected.

For the monitoring it was decided to set up a program to collect data

on:

- distress

° roughness (longitudinal unevenness)

° structural performance

° traffic

- weather

Data is generally collected once a year during the summer months

although during the first years structural performance data was

collected up to four times a year to pick up seasonal variations (during

and after thawing period).

Distress data concerns essentially rut formation and cracking. Ruts are

 

measured by means of profiling the cross section. Cracking and other

types of distress like patching, ravelling are recorded by means of

visual inspection (mapping).

Roughness data has been collected using the response type of device

 

(Laser RST) and Chloe, although it would have been preferred to mesure

the longitudinal profile.

Structural performance data are collected by means of a falling weight

 

deflectometer (FWD) of the KUAB type. Four sensors are used to

measure the deflection basin.

Traffic data collection activities have just started to be planned for.

 

One of the projects already has a WIM device installed. It is planned to

use automatic devices for wehicle classification.
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Although the intention was to make a strategic selection of projects

(see page 35) this was not fully possible. However, since the monitoring

started in 1981; 9 of the 15 projects were maintained/rehabilitated

within the first year.

During 1986 discussions have been underway about increasing the

number of test sections from the 160 previously selected to about 300.

ANALYSIS OF DATA, PERFORMANCE MODELS

The analysis of data is planned to start as soon as there is enough of

data available. This will be the case after the summer of 1986. The first

approach will be to study the relationship between on one hand response

to load (FWD measurements) during different times of the year and the

traffic load and on the other hand the deterioriation of the road

pavement (distress, roughness etc.). The model building will be based

upon the statistical way of looking at things as many of the factors that

affects the deterioration rate are not possible to quantify (describe) at

reasonable costs. Examples of such are variation in layer thickness,

degree of compaction, binder contents.
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